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Subject: Re: Your memo of 6/7, re: Projects for Summer Interns

Body:

I didn't get anything past your third point so I don't know if you included information about Chicago or not.  

Progress reports will be helpful as they will allow us to refine and refocus searches as needed.  OF NOTE: 

While the Miami Police Department did make COPIES of its assassination files available to the HSCA there is no 

mention the HSCA received originals.  Our legislation cites a clear preference for originals; a  determination 

needs to be made if we should pursue the originals.  David - how do you want to approach this?To:	Anne 

Buttimer/ARRBcc:	Jeremy Gunn/ARRB From:	Joseph Freeman/ARRB   Date:	06/13/95 03:20:58 

PMSubject:	Your memo of 6/7, re: Projects for Summer InternsWith intern assistance, I propose to simply go 

down your numbered list, from 1-16, and see what we come up with in our databases and out at Archives II.  I 

don't know whether you want progress reports along the way but, assuming for the moment you do, here's 

where we stand on 1-5:1- Miami PD: as you already know from the letter we found yesterday, Miami PD 

forwarded its complete file to HSCA.  IN THE COLLECTION.2- Metro-Dade PD; 5- Chicago PD: databases 

checked, documents will be perused at Archives II tomorrow.3 - Tampa PD, and,  4 - Florida Highway Patrol: 

database checks have come up blank.  I checked every "Tampa" entry and every "Florida" entry and there 

didn't appear to be any documents in the database originated by either of these organizations.  Therefore, I 

think it's safe to say that you could contact these two organizations without much fear that they have already 

turned over all their files to HSCA or whomever. 
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